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The first wave is happening right now, in the middle of the
crisis, and involves cash management (i.e. focus on expense
management, revenue protection and financing).
The second wave, which will come afterwards, will consist in
knowing how to take advantage of the recovery or not, how
to reinvent oneself or be left behind: each major crisis offers
the opportunity to the most innovative companies to
strengthen their positioning, to emerge as a leader in their
market.

The coming months will be challenging as governments,
businesses and society as a whole continue to manage the
COVID-19 crisis.
 
It is probably realistic to expect a great deal of economic
suffering throughout the year 2020. 
 
Businesses will face two potentially very destructive waves: 

 
The market will no longer be the same after the COVID-19
crisis. In fact, everything will be different: your customers, your
partners, your competitors and your own market positioning.
 
This white paper is an urgent call to companies: manage your
cash flow and take advantage of this period of (very) low activity
to reinvent yourself and prepare for the second wave.
 
In the BtoB sector, the sales force of each company will play a
major role in turning the post-COVID-19 era into an
opportunity. It is the sales force that will extract value in this
new market environment. They will also be the driving force
behind the "revenue protection" plan that every company must
put in place immediately.

Introduction
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Their survival is at stake: to be carried away or to come out stronger?
In the very short term (cash flow) and in the medium term (bounce
back or not);
New innovative suppliers, claiming greater relevance by providing
"solutions" to urgent problems;
Increased customer knowledge of what leading suppliers can offer,
including the most innovative ones;
The increasing proportion of the purchasing cycle that is done online,
so that when customers finally turn to suppliers, they already have a
well-informed view of them.

What will this new market environment look like? Why will the
expectations of your customers, also affected by the crisis, change?
 

 
The ability of our BtoB companies to "know how to sell" will become even
more critical as, at the same time, the sales path becomes even more
complex. This complexity creates new challenges and will push suppliers
to transform their sales approach and organization.
 
This white paper presents the top ten challenges that companies will
need to overcome to prepare their sales teams to bounce back as they
face increasingly complex sales execution. 
 
It is based on the author's experience with "complex selling" and the
discussions he has had in recent years with a wide range of companies.
Most of these companies were already facing some of these challenges
before the COVID-19 crisis. This crisis will reveal and amplify them further
because addressing them is now a matter of survival.
 
This book is intended to help executives and sales managers identify the
most pressing challenges to be addressed to deal with the increasing
complexity of sales execution. It should also help them think about the
next step in transforming their sales team into an effective value
extraction team and bounce back strongly from the COVID-19 crisis.
 
Each of the top 10 challenges is briefly described below, with some key
questions you need to ask yourself to better understand whether or not
this particular challenge will hold you back.
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Challenge #1
 

Senior 
Management 

Leadership 
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« Change before you have to » - Jack Welsh
 
Destroyed or Stronger ?
In going through the COVID-19 crisis, many companies are facing a
very short-term survival challenge: many will see their turnover
decrease sharply and will very quickly run out of cash. The next
quarter is likely to be a huge bloodbath. Only the strongest start-ups
will survive and many large companies will also collapse.
 
For the legendary CEO John T. Chambers, former CEO of Cisco, the
COVID-19 crisis is "an opening for innovative and bold companies,
even though things will get worse before they get better. Companies
will either be destroyed or become stronger if they follow their North
Star. You have to reinvent yourself or you will be left behind".
 
Once your cash flow is secured, how will you reinvent yourself? What
technology and/or business model will you adopt? Will your corporate
culture withstand a sometimes radical transformation? And more
immediately, what will be your new sales budget for 2020, since the
current budget can go straight to the trash?
 
The Role of Senior Management
Senior management will need to work at the speed of light to create a
transformative corporate culture. It will also have to (re)define the
North Star, which will encourage the whole company to mobilize to
move forward on the path of transformation.
 
More than ever, in this period of significant change, it will be essential
to stay very close to your customers, as they will often show you the
way forward..
 
Your sales team can play a key role in the design and implementation
of the transformation. However, it will be up to senior management to
get things underway.
 
 

Challenge #1: 
Senior Management Leadership
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It will take real courage to leave the sandy
beach, swim far enough into the sea and
catch the wave before it crushes you to the
ground.
 
Executives will have to lead from the front
and show the "new plan" to all the driving
forces of their company: an inspiring and
compelling vision and goals, a
differentiating strategy, agile execution
plans and concrete metrics based on
leading performance indicators.
 
The "new plan" must be realistic, taking the
world as it is and not as we would like it to
be. It will activate the sales team in a
targeted way so that they can go out and
extract value from the market, applying the
best of their skills and creativity.
 
Note that if your company is active in the
"digital ecosystem", you could be caught in
a tornado of opportunities and demands
right now. Bringing clarity to your North
Star will also be essential so that your sales
teams can focus and prepare to go after
the "right" deals after the COVID-19 crisis.  
  
Will you face this challenge ?
 
Were you, before COVID-19, disappointed by your sales results and
your sales team behaviour ? Are your expectations on your sales team
unrealistic (i.e. lead your company transformation) ? Do you have an
actionable, post COVID-19, company transformation plan? Is your plan
communicated, understood and embraced by all your teams ? Do you
have the revised sales budget and sales plan to support your company
transformation plan ? Do you understand the sales team’s needs and
resources to turn the transformation plan into reality ? When will these
resources be available ? 
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Challenge #2
 

Key Customers 
@Risk
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"If you aren't taking care of your Customer, your
competitor will" - Bob Hooey

 
Disrupted Customers
Your customers are in the same boat as you are and they too will have
to face the COVID-19 storm. Beyond the new imperative to survive, the
pace of change, whether it is technological breakthroughs and/or
disruptions to business models, will continue to accelerate and bring
an endless stream of new challenges to your key customers.
 
The status quo will not be an option for your customers: they will have
to make difficult decisions and change, sometimes radically and often
with a strong sense of urgency.
 
Understanding how your clients are prepared to respond to the
COVID-19 crisis (for both Wave 1 and Wave 2) will be more crucial than
ever for you.
 
 
Are you part of "the problem"?
This world of change and uncertainty will create tensions in the
relationships you have with your key customers: as a supplier of
record, you will need to support them in a new way, taking into
account the way they are changing.
 
Repeatedly, your key customers will wonder whether you are part of
their solution (i.e., whether you are supporting their transformation) or
only part of their problem (i.e., whether you are adapting too slowly or
too sluggishly to their new plan).  Most of your key accounts are at risk
as never before.
 

Challenge #2: 
Key Customers @Risk
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Your Opportunity
Your opportunity is to transform
relationships with your key customers into
a next-generation partnership to support
their transformation plan and strengthen
your "strategic" contribution. The window of
opportunity will close faster than you think.
 
If you don't transform your relationships
with your key customers, you will lose a lot
of business over time. 
 
Most of the time, your business will not
decline immediately because of some
"customer lock-in". But, over time, they will
find a way to replace you, remembering
that you didn't come to "save" them.

Will you face this challenge ?
How were you balacing your sales & pre-sales efforts between existing
customers and new customers ? Do you experience a growing proportion of
key customers at risk ? Do you understand how you can redefine the win-win
collaboration with these customers at risk  ? Do you have key account
transformation plans for your top20 customers ? Are these plans actionable
and can each plan fit on a one-pager ? Are these account plans consistent and
supporting both your new company plans and your customers’
transformation plans ?
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Similarly, building new generation partnerships with your key accounts early
on will not only strengthen their loyalty to your business, but will also become
a catalyst for your own transformation.
 
In these times of crisis, the best sales/effort ratio will come from focusing on
your existing customers in the short and medium term.
 
It is important to mention that many suppliers also have an indirect sales
model and rely on key partners. All of the above applies not only to your key
customers, but also to your key partners.
 
 



Challenge #3
 

Play the 
"Low-Score 

Game"
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« Fail to prepare, prepare to fail" - 
Roy Keane (Captain Manchester United '97-'05)

 
Football or Basketball ? 
If you compare your business to a sport game, are you playing football
or basketball ?
 
Playing basketball means that when you grab the ball, the next basket
is very quickly possible  : a few seconds, a few passes, one jump and
you score.
 
Playing football means that scoring will require more effort and will
take more time. Your hit rate (i.e. number of goals / number of
launched attacks) will also be lower as the outcome of every attack will
be quite uncertain.
 
If you are in a complex sales business (or trending towards it), you are
more likely playing football than basketball. You are playing a «  low
score game ».
 
So What ?
Playing a low-score game  has some important consequences: you
don’t need to score often to win but you don’t get many occasions to
score and missing one occasion to score can have important
consequences for you (i.e. wasted time and effort, locked-out of the
customer for some years, …).
 
The COVID-19 crisis will freeze many games for a few quarters and,
when, after the crisis, the playoffs will start again, the game will be
even more challenging than it used to be prior to the crisis.
 
 
 

Challenge #3: 
Play the "Low-Score Game"
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big-bets, must-wins & mega deals
qualification, 
disciplined key opportunity
management,
team preparation, 
intense practice & rehearsal, 
impactful delivery of all customer
interactions from early
qualification to closing

In the post crisis era, it will be as if
the football pitch has become 5x
bigger, the goal frame 5x smaller
and the ball is now more like a
magicball that only a fraction of your
sales people can really control.
 
Companies who were struggling
playing football in the recent past
will be exposed in the post COVID-
19 era.
 
Winning these challenging «  low-
score games  » will require specific
approaches and skills :
 

 
 
 
 

 
Will you face this challenge ?
 
Are your company and your sales teams equipped to play such a
challenging low-score game  ? Are you holding go/no go reviews for
every large opportunity? What is your hit rate and how did it evolve in
the last couple of years ? Do you get systematic and early escalations
when a large opportunity is at risk ? How disciplined is your sales team
when managing key opportunities? How did their discipline evolve in
the last few years? Has your Sales Team been learning and adapting
from past failures ? Are they able to win mega deals? 
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Challenge #4
 

Win 
Moments
of Truth
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« At the moment of truth there are either reasons or
results" - Ch Yeager 

Moments of Truth 
Complex selling is about navigating through a succession of
interactions with your customer. At every interaction you either come
closer to or move away from winning the deal. You win the deal when
the customer’s willingness to buy hits 100%.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysing complex selling motions, you often realise that only a
handful of criticial interactions with your customer will make or break
the deal. We call these interactions the Moments of Truth of your deal.
 
Can your sales team define the roadmap of moments of Truth for
every deal (i.e. who they need to see by when)? Can they create the
right impact in customer interactions and how do customers feel
when the meeting or the video call ends ?
 
Customers' perspectives
Before the COVID-19 crisis, there was already a growing number of
customers saying that the sales meetings they have with sales people
is a waste of their time ! 
 
Walking out of the meeting, Customers were often thinking : «  what
was actually the point of this meeting ? Did I learn anything new in that
meeting? They just presented their stuff. What was in it for us ? There
was no surprise. It was a one-way conversation, either on-the-grill with
too many questions or receiving a long and too detailed
presentation. »
 
 

Challenge #4: 
Win Moments of Truth
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Providers' perspectives
Leaving the meeting, the providers will often think: « we realised in the
meeting the customer was very well prepared, knew already a lot about
the subject, had a firm and unfavourable point of view about us and the
role we could play. It was difficult to reset their views and change their
mind. We tried to focus on what we can offer (i.e. our products, services,
solutions, architectures, programmes, …) to convince them.»
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Virtual Interactions
Let us face it, it will take some time before you will again have lunch with
your Customer. 
 
And even after the cirsis, virtual interactions will be very much part of
your Customer interactions. Your Sales Team will need to master the art
of setting-up and conducting video meetings with their customers. 
 
Getting your sales team equipped today with a robust plaform (including
high quality video with an immersive experience, allowing participative
discussions - document sharing, whiteboarding, …) is critical.    
 
You will also need to train your sales team using the platform, as creating
high impact over video versus in-person meeting will bring additional
complexity (i.e. harder to read customer's sentiment, more challenging to
stay in synch as a sales team during the video meeting, much more
difficult to whiteboard, brainstrom and co-create, …).

Suppliers must recognize that customer expectations when meeting with
vendors have changed. The post-COVID-19 urgency will amplify this
evolution: in their interactions with vendors, customers are not looking to
buy something, they are looking to learn something to bounce back.
 
Salespeople will have to have new weapons and new behaviours towards
their customers. Relying on your company's few "hot shots" at every sales
meeting is not a tenable option.



 
Will you face this challenge ?
 
Were your sales team able to identify and call on all the relevant
customer stakeholders for every deal? What about engaging
customers' CxO's? How many of your sales meetings were falling into
the « Customer Time Wasters » basket: 10%, 25%, 50% or more? How
many of your sales meetings were so great that the customers would
even be ready to pay for getting more of those? How much have you
been investing to help your sales people win every moment of truth?
How did you measure the impact of that investment ? 
 
Do you have a robust video meeting platform? Is it used effectively by
your sales team for both internal and external interactions ? What
training have you foreseen to enable an impactful use of the remote
video platform ? 
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Challenge #5
 

Teamship
Imperatives
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« Talent wins games, but teamwork & intelligence win
championships" - Michael Jordan 

 
The Lonely Cow-Boy 
If you have been in business long enough, you will remember the
lonely sales cow-boy going out there in the market, fighting for the
business and coming back with the deal as a « hero » ...or without the
deal as a « zero ».
 
These times are long gone and, post COVID-19, complex selling will call
for even stronger team effort.
 
 
New Customer's Reality
From the client's point of view, the award of a complex deal often
required consensual decision making. 
 
This trend will intensify even more when the purchase is part of the
client's post-COVID-19 transformation plan: your solution then
becomes eminently strategic for the client, who will therefore have the
imperative to lock in all risks as much as possible.
 
The customer's senior management will therefore only select suppliers
that will be widely supported by their various teams (i.e. purchasing,
operations, technology, marketing, sales, finance, HR, ...) to minimize
any implementation and/or adoption risks of your solution.
 
 
 

Challenge #5: 
Teamship Imperatives
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Teamship 
The more you provide a "complex solution" to support your client's
transformation plan, the more you will need to involve all your teams in
developing the selling points: convincing each function at your client of
your value and reassuring them about risk management will be critical.
 
 



Complex selling is a team sport, whether it is to better understand the
customer's situation, to develop richer value propositions or to engage the
customer across all levels of function and seniority.
 
Team spirit will be essential at each stage of the sales cycle (prospecting,
qualification, offer, negotiation, closing) and for each interactions step
(preparation, training, customer interaction).
 
For this team spirit to permeate the client, it will be necessary to bring a lot
of clarity to the team internally: over-communicate in a transparent way on
what we know and what we don't know yet, involve the team in the
construction of the transformation plan, mobilize the team in the
redefinition of the account plans, ...and start by reassuring on the 2020
objectives by seriously revising them downwards.
 
Confronting your current "team approach" with the best team selling
models and supporting your salespeople to become "critical orchestrators"
are essential steps to keep your team united and motivated through the
crisis and able to master the complex post-COVID-19 selling process.
 
  
Working Remotely
After the financial crisis of 2008, Cisco adopted virtual meetings on a large
scale: for meetings with several thousand participants, smaller team
meetings and one-on-one conversations.
 
After the COVID-19 crisis, many companies will keep remote meetings and
working from home as a real alternative to physical meetings. These remote
meetings will ensure the health security of employees as well as a reduction
of costs (smaller office space because more shared, less travel costs, ...). 
 
With efficient management, more home-based work could also allow a
better work-life balance for employees as well as productivity gains (travel
time, meeting efficiency, employee motivation, ...) for the company.
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Will you face this challenge ?
 
Do you have a, per function, silo’ed organization ? Is Customer Success
part of your company culture ? Do every employee see the benefits of
closing business and keeping customers happy  ? Are sales people
trying to stick to the « lonely hero » role-model ? Do you see the value
of teamship for winning business and is teamship part of your
company culture  ? What is the "first team" of any members of any
leadership teams in your company? 
 
Is your corporate culture supporting remote/home working? Are your
remote workers equipped with a robust video meeting platform? What
training have you foreseen for your remote workers to achieve better
work-life balance and deliver productivity gains? 
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Challenge #6
 

Focus on
"How you Sell"
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«Your attitude not your aptitude will determine your
altitude.” - Zig Ziglar 

 
The Loyalty Catch 
Why have your customers been loyal to your company ?
 
Traditionally, customer loyalty was secured by differentiating
yourselves with your brand, your products or solutions, your services
and/or your value-to-price ratio.
 
However, unless you operate in a completely new market category,
what used to be loyalty drivers for you to break out of the pack have
become minimum requirements to get a seat at the table, e.g. most
active competitors in any given market segment will have, in their
customers' eyes, «  similar and acceptable » products/solutions,
services and brand. It will somehow set the minimum requirements
for anyone willing to participate in that market segment.
 
Investing in Products/Solutions, Services and Brand will rarely drive
growth but will make you achieve status quo  : keeping up with your
competitors and staying in the game. These investments are the first
step in gaining customer loyalty but certainly not the final step.
 
The Sales Experience
Based on CEB surveys there is another, more impactful loyalty driver
which will set you apart and allow you to grow: the sales experience.
According to CEB, it does account for 53% of customer loyalty, so a
higher weight than the traditional loyalty drivers all together!
 
Customer loyalty is not won in product development centers, in
advertising or with toll-free help lines. It is won in the field, during the
sales calls your sales people have every day with your customers. How
you sell has more impact on customer loyalty and growth than what
you sell.
 
 

Challenge #6: 
Focus on "How you Sell"
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« The provider has widespread support across my organization » : critical
element given the customer consensus decision making process and
risk mitigation imperatives in complex selling (see challenge #5 on
Teamship Imperatives).
«  The provider is easy to do business with  »  : having empowered sales
people who can shield the customer from your own complexity is a
win (i.e. avoid the «  I need to check with my manager, need to run it
through Legal or see if Finance is willing to do it »)
«  Our interactions with the provider’s sales team  »  : customers’ urgent
need is not to buy something but to learn something (i.e. « the sales
person offers valuable perspectives on the market, helps me navigate
alternatives, provides ongoing advice, helps me avoid potential land
mines, educates me on new issues and outcomes,… »). This last point
will be further exacerbated when your customer will define and
implement their post COVID-19 transformation plan. 

Looking closer at the sales experience it is, according to CEB, made of
three buckets :
 

 
People will buy from people they learn from and not just from people
they know.
 
Enabling your sales teams deliver outstanding sales experience will be
your best investment to drive sustainable competitive advantage after
the COVID-19 crisis. Most companies cannot afford the penalty of not
doing it. Could you ?
 
 
 
Will you face this challenge ?
 
Review your sales team development roadmap. How much is related to
«  what you sell  » (i.e. training on your product, solutions, programs)
versus «  how you sell  » (i.e. driving outstanding sales experience)?
Describe the « how you sell » development program. Do your customers
learn from your sales team  ? How do you measure the impact of your
investments in sales team development for both "what" and "how" you
sell? 
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Challenge #7
 

"Run-the-Business"
Discipline
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« Motivation will die...let discipline take its place" 
 
 
Managing complex sales requires a lot of discipline from both
salespeople and sales managers.
 
The increasing complexity of business is often taken as an excuse
for a less rigorous approach to sales forecasting and overall sales
management.
 
The indiscipline of salespeople, working under the guidance of
accommodating sales managers, will make your "business
management" chaotic and derail it (i.e. a rapid increase in "time to
sign" and "percentage of lost business"). 
 
The chaos created by the COVID-19 crisis is a perfect excuse to
tolerate a lack of discipline. However, in this context, it is essential
that the sales budget for 2020 is reviewed and that strict discipline
is applied.
 
This discipline is essential to ensure you have good visibility on the
business in the short and medium term, an adequate allocation of
resources, great agility to avoid losing a business, ... and above all a
tight steering that will allow you to correct the situation in real time.
Your ability to improve the management of your business will be
directly linked to your ability to measure what is happening through
success leading indicators. 
 
It's all about finding a consistent way to do all of this across your
sales organization, in a simple way. It needs to be personalized and
adapted to your business, your corporate culture, your vision and
your overall aspirations.
 
 

Challenge #7: 
"Run-the-Business" Discipline
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Will you face this challenge ?
 
How were you running your business prior to COVID-19 (i.e.
forecasting, funnel management, opportunity management, …) ? Was it
consistent across your entire sales organization  ? Did it provide the
business visibility you need for fast decision making (i.e. resources
allocation, prioritization, business risk escalation & mitigation, upsides
management, …)  ? How was your sales team adopting the run-the-
business approach ? Was the value-to-pain ratio high enough for your
sales team to embrace it ? Have you reset your 2020 sales budget in
line with the COVID-19 crisis ? 
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Whether you then want to choose a new CRM tool to support the new
way you run your business is another discussion and another decision.
Likewise, when developing a presentation, you should start by building
your story, not by opening "powerpoint".  
 



Challenge #8
 

Solutions Selling
"Fatigue"
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«Fatigue makes fools of us all. It robs us of our skills, our
judgment, and blinds us to creative solutions." -

Harvey Mackay 
 
Most providers have positioned themselves as solutions providers,
often to protect their product from commoditization and preserve
their margins.
We are seeing a fatigue in the "solutions selling" approach with
suppliers and customers. We expect that the COVID-19 crisis will
further exacerbate this trend. It creates a new challenge: is the
"solutions selling" approach broken and, if so, how to bounce back? 
 
Provider's perspectives
Talking about solution selling to your customers has created high
expectations. Customers now expect their providers to solve real
problems they have. Their expectations are leading to scoping
challenges and to customization that nobody wants to pay for.
 
Moreover, the provider’s performance is now very closely linked to the
customer’s own performance. It makes the success of any project
uncertain and difficult to control by the Provider. It also makes easy
finger-pointing as soon as issues arise  : the message «  it is the
provider’s fault » goes very quickly to customer senior management...
 
Eventually, Providers are stuggling to get their sales people manage
the « solutions selling » approach (i.e. the "discovery" process is hard, it
requires customization for every sector and for every function, too
much is left on the sales team’s shoulders, the discovered customer
problems are known problems customers are already working on, …). 
 
The ill-prepared sales people further exacerbates all the earlier points
(i.e. overselling the solution is too easy and failing to strike a good deal
with clear scope, responsibilities and accountabilities is too frequent).
 
 

Challenge #8: 
Solutions Selling "Fatigue"
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Customer's perspectives
From the customer point of view,
solutions selling triggers both time
and timing issues  : too much time
has to be invested (i.e. many
interactions at all levels with the
provider to define and specify the
required solution) at a too early
stage, when there is limited
guarantee on the future benefits. 
 
We anticipate both time and timing
issues will become even more
critical in a post COVID-19 era, as
time will be even more precious. 
 
It will also make the decision
process longer and more complex
due to the stronger provider’s
dependency, hence the higher risk
aversion versus just "buying a
product ».
 
 
Will you face this challenge ?
 
Did you recognize solutions selling fatigue within your own organisation ?
What were the most important issues popping-up ? Did you recognize
solutions selling fatigue within your customers’ organizations ? How did it
materialize most ? 
Has solutions selling fatigue created distraction and/or wasted effort  ?
How could you refocus and avoid these distractions and/or wasted
efforts moving forward ? 
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Challenge #9
 

Sales Team
Performance

Gap 
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"People are not your most important asset....the right
people are." - James C. Collins 

 
Definition  
The performance gap is the ratio between your «  star  » versus your
« average » seller performance.
 
For relatively simple product or services transactional selling motions,
a performance gap of 1.5 would be considered as quite standard.
 
With the development of more complex selling motions (i.e. solutions
selling, value selling, consultative selling), the performance gap has
been steadily growing between 3.0 and 4.0.
 
We expect the COVID-19 crisis and its associated complexity to bring
the performance gap even further, beyond 4.0.
 
Threat and Opportunity
Many complex sales business are struggling to contain or reduce their
sales team performance gap.
 
They are trending towards or have reached a situation of very high
business dependency on a very limited number of sales people (i.e. a
few% of sales people churning 80+% of the business can be real).
 
The penalty of not adressing high sales team performance gaps is
huge and is not affordable by any business. Think about loosing
several of your «  star  » sellers. Think about your «  average  » sellers
further deteriorating until they cannot execute the complex selling
motion at all.
 
Likewise, turning « good » sales people into « great » sales people will
reduce the gap and drive radical business improvements : the payout
for turning « good » to « great » is huge in complex selling .
 
 

Challenge #9: 
Sales Team Performance Gap
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Will you face this challenge ?
 
How did your sales team performance gap evolve in the last 3 years ?
What did trigger gap increases or gap decreases  ? How did you
correlate triggers with performance gap changes  ? What did make
your « star » sellers different in terms of what they did and how they
did it  ? How are you making the decision to develop versus to fire
people? Are you hiring on expertise or on softskills & mindset? Which
softskills are you hiring your sales people on? 
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Challenge #10
 

Sales Leaders
Shift
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«The most dangerous leadership myth is that leaders are
born" - Warren G. Bennis 

 
Responsibility  
Sales leaders will carry a huge responsibility to make your company
transformation a success, starting with revenue protection as of today,
in the middle of the crisis. 
 
While your new business plan is being developed and the current
strategy is being revised, sales managers need to continue to bring in
sales in line with your revised sales budget for 2020. It's a bit like
changing engines while flying.
 
Leadership
Sales leaders will need to support, coach and develop their teams over
the journey. 
They will have to make the tough decisions on who to hire, promote or
fire, in line with your company transformation.
 
Sales leaders will also be the «  voice of sales  » and the «  voice of
customers » in the senior leadership team. 
They will build and defend the tough cases for more support &
investment during the challenging times of COVID-19 crisis and
beyond. 
They will also articulate what needs to change to better serve the
customers.
 
Courageous and vocal sales leaders who will challenge the status quo
based on their market understanding will likely make your company
come out stronger of the crisis. Poor sales leaders will accelerate your
company's "destruction".
 
Can your sales managers become true sales leaders ?
 
 

Challenge #10: 
Sales Leaders Shift
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Are you facing this challenge ?
 
Are your sales managers true sales leaders ? Can they identify which of
the 8 complex selling challenges above (challenge #2 to challenge #9)
need urgent attention ? Can your sales leaders create positive impacts
on the identified challenges  ? Are they assertive enough with senior
leadership to provide their market/customer views, mobilize resources
and steer the company transformation ? How does your sales leader
development program look like ? 
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«You can't stop the waves, but you can learn to surf" - 
Jon Kabat-Zinn 

 
The surge of complexity in sales  
We were living in a fast changing world and the pace of change kept
on accelerating. The COVID-19 crisis is making the world even more
chaotic and the stakes for Providers and Customers have never been
as high as today and tomorrow.
 
Strong senior and sales leadership will be required to surf the ongoing
transformation waves (or tsunami) your company have to face.
 
Whatever your transformation plan, your ability to sell in the post
COVID-19 era will become more critical while, at the same time, the
sales itself will become more complex.
 
Complex Selling Challenges
The ever increasing complexity in selling is fueling a set of challenges
whose impacts are rapidely growing  : large payouts for addressing
them and huge penalty for not adressing them.
 
Every Provider will not face all challenges at the same time. It is critical
you can identify which few challenges you need to address now…and
address them with courage and determination so that you can get
ready to rebounce quickly after the COVID-19 crisis.
 
 
 

Conclusions

 
 
#1 Senior Management Leadership 
#2 Key Customers @Risk        
#3 Play the « Low-Score Game »   
#4 Win Moments of Truth                  
#5 Teamship Imperatives                       
 

 
#6 Focus on « How you Sell »
#7 « Run-the-Business » Discipline
#8 Solutions Selling « Fatigue »
#9 Sales Team Performance Gap
#10 Sales Leaders Shift
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Provide full clarity on the new company vision and direction
Imagine new business partnership with your key customers
Reinforce Teamship including team preparation and team delivery
Be ready to have the right conversations with the right people
Define and implement ruthless discipline in running the business
Build the right teams with the right leaders
 ...

Sales Team Development is your best investment
Providers’ success after the COVID-19 crisis will heavily depend upon
their sales teams’ ablility to up their game and re-invent their role.
 
Making the right investments in developing your sales teams and your
sales leaders during the COVID-19 crisis will be the best way for your
company to create lasting competitive advantages and break out from
the pack after the crisis. This (very) low business period is the perfect
moment to get going.
 
The development focus will depend upon which challenges you will face:
 

 
 

Share with us your own experiences in complex sales, before and
after the COVID-19 crisis
Send us your reactions or suggestions regarding this white paper
Invite us to talk about complex selling within your management team
for a thought-provoking discussion, within your sales team for a
stimulating conversation or for an inspiring presentation.

What's next ?
We hope that this whitepaper on « Complex Selling: Top10 Challenges to
overcome & prepare for the post COVID-19 crisis » did shed some new
lights on pitfalls your complex sales team should identify and address so
that they can re-invent themselves and deliver a radical positive impact
on your company overall business transformation, post COVID-19.
 
We invite you to:
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Interim Management, taking end-to-end responsibility for a function
or an area
Executive Advisory, diagnosing and providing recommendations
Team Development, delivering sales team development workshops  
Executive Coaching, supporting senior leaders and sales leaders
transform their Sales Teams

 
Mission 
Wave4Growth‘s mission is to radically improve complex sales
performance through sharper Focus, Impact and Teamship : we make
your Sales Teams F.I.T. for complex selling.
 
 
Values
Create lasting positive impacts - be pragmatic and simplify what looks
complex - act with trust & integrity - be transparent & communicate
openly - customer centricity - innovate & disrupt - build on facts &
outside-in perspectives - be part of your team, teamwork - co-create
 
 
Engagement
We support our customers in different ways:
 

 
 
Practicalities
We engage in English, Dutch or French
We are certified "Label Entreprise" for Growth (i.e. subsidy possible for
companies registered in Wallonia, Belgium)
Yves@wave4growth.com or +32 478 681122 for any enquiries
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